
Methodology adopted for Ranking of HR Employees -  

Bank Partnerships Unit 
 

A. Mandal Level- L1,L2 and L3 

 
The performance is evaluated based on two parameters viz. target and achievement under bank linkage and per group linkage in each mandal 

for the year 2010-11 on a 100 marks scale. The methodology followed is detailed below: 
 

1. 70 marks are allocated for achievement of target as per the following criteria.  
 

a) All the mandals where the achievement is equal to or more than 100% of the target, full marks i.e 70 marks were given. 
 
b) Where achievement is below 100% of the target, the percentage of marks allocated (i.e out of 70 marks) was equivalent to the 

percentage of target achieved. For ex: If in a mandal achievement is 95% of the target, the marks allocated were 95% of the 70 

marks i.e 66.5 marks (Achievement /100*70)  
 

2. 30 marks are allocated for achievement based on average per group finance in a mandal. The criteria were as under. 

 

a) For the purpose, a mandal which has the highest per group finance in the state has been identified. This achievement (i.e 
3,73,605) is made equivalent to 100% and full 30 marks were given to the mandal.  

 

b) Average per group finance in a mandal is measured against the above parameter and the percentage of the same to the highest 
per group finance is arrived at. Based on such percentage actual marks were allocated. For ex: If in a mandal per group 
achievement is 95% of the highest per group finance in the state, the marks allocated were 95% of the 30 i.e 28.5 marks (actual 

per group finance in a mandal/ Highest per group finance in the state *30)  
 

B. DPMU Level-L3 
 

100 marks are allocated for achievement of target as per the following criteria.  
 



The APM bank linkage/CIF is coordinating the entire effort at district level with banks and also at mandal level which helped some of the 

APMs at mandal level in achieving 100% of the target and thus in securing full marks. As the APM bank linkage played a role in this 
achievement, the performance of the APM Bank linkage is equated with those who achieved 100% target and therefore full marks i.e 100 

marks were given. Incidentally, APM bank linkage  also helped in implementation of the MFI Act and handled MIS/review work which is 

voluminous. 
 

 
 
 

Bank Partnerships Unit HR Employees Ranking 

Target Achievement Total 
Marks  
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N
o 

District Emp. ID Employee Name Designation Level 

Phy Fin Phy Fin 

% of 
Achievement  

Max:100 Rank 

1 
Hyderab
ad SERP/06886 

Mutham Setti Kesav 
Kumar APM L3 209711 3496.48 196025 3601.77 103.01 100 1 

2 
Hyderab
ad SERP/00663 Baggu Lokesh APM L3 199211 3556.08 193419 3490.94 98.17 98 2 

 
 
 


